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Anette (Peko) Hosoi, being duly sworn, states as follows:
1.

I make this affidavit, as well as the statements set forth in the annexed appendix,

based on personal knowledge as to the methodologies and results of my research, as well as my
professional familiarity with scholarly theories and writings in the field of applied mathematics.
Professional Qualifications and Background
2.

I am a tenured professor of Mechanical Engineering and Mathematics at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
3.

I received my PhD in Physics from the University of Chicago in 1997.

4.

Since 1998, I have taught courses, at MIT and elsewhere, in engineering and

applied mathematics, for which I have received numerous teaching accolades, such as the Ruth
and Joel Spira Award for Distinguished Teaching, the MIT School of Engineering Junior Bose
Award for Education, the Den Hartog Distinguished Educator Award, and a MacVicar Faculty
Fellowship. Since 1996, I have published 73 papers in peer-reviewed academic journals, filed
for 8 patents, and have been invited to give lectures on various topics 131 times, including
keynote addresses at technical and scientific conferences.
5.

I have been jointly appointed to the Mathematics Department, in addition to the

Mechanical Engineering Department, at MIT since 2010.
6.

I am also the director of Sports Technology and Education at MIT ("STE@M"),

an interconnected community of faculty, students, industry partners, alumni, and athletes who are
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7.

A true and correct copy of my curriculum vitae is attached hereto as Exhibit 1.

8.

Since January of 2015, I have studied the effects of skill versus luck in daily

fantasy sports ("DFS"). A summary of my work and an explanation of my conclusions are set
forth below.
Summary of Results
9.

My analysis of FanDuel data shows unmistakably that FanDuel's DFS contests

are skill-based games. Indeed, the data show that DFS contests are more highly correlated with
skill than many other common games or contests in which skill plays a significant role, including
Texas Hold 'Em, a form of poker, as analyzed in an analogous study by Steven D. Levitt,
Thomas J. Miles, and Andrew M. Rosenfield.
10.

As a result of my analysis, I can make three primary observations. First, player

actions have a clear impact on contest results. Lineups constructed by FanDuel users will defeat
statistically average lineups in a majority of contests. If skill did not play a significant role in
DFS, then we would expect that lineups created by FanDuel users and statistically average
lineups would achieve virtually the same cumulative outcomes over time.
11.

A second measure of skill is the degree to which it persists over time. Although,

as discussed below, players can improve their performance over a long run of experience, one
would expect skill over a shorter period to be relatively consistent for individual players. This is
a key characteristic of skill — namely, that over a discrete period of time, players have a
discernible propensity to win (or lose) that is consistent from one half of that period to the next.
Thus, good players should be consistently identifiable as good (and bad players bad). My
analysis shows that player performance in DFS contests in the relative short term is strongly
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more prevalent than persistence in the underlying athletic contests on which FanDuel's contests
are based.
12.

Finally, over a long run of games, a DFS player can improve his performance

tlnough experience and practice, which is a hallmark of any activity that involves skill (from
learning to play a musical instrument, to playing chess or sports). In a game or contest where
skill plays a significant role, practice may improve performance, whereas in a game dominated
by chance, no amount of practice will allow a player to improve.
13.

Taken together, all of these measures indicate that in the aggregate the outcomes

of FanDuel's contests are predominantly based on skill.
Methodology of Study
14.

There is a significant body of academic literature on mathematical means of

determining the role of skill in a given game. Many of these studies have to do with poker or
other card games, and employ a combinatorial approach to estimate the probability of every
possible outcome within a given hand. This approach is inapt for fantasy sports, where scoring
on any given day is dependent on a host of factors, including weather, skill of the opponent, and
location of the game, among many others, and, therefore, probabilities for the various outcomes
cannot be directly calculated.
15.

The data-driven approach I used here does not require knowledge of outcome

probabilities and is, therefore, broadly relevant to games like DFS. The goal of the study was to
test the degree to which skill plays a role in the outcome of FanDuel contests. The methodology
I used here asks three essential questions:1

This approach follows the one outlined by Steven D. Levitt, Thomas J. Miles, and Andrew
M. Rosenfield in a 2013 paper seeking to quantify the relative roles of skill and luck in
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impacts on the results that are achieved? The degree of those impacts are an indicator of the
degree of skill involved in DFS contests.
17.

Second, do player results persist over time, such that a player's performance at

one period is predictive of the player's performance in another period? The extent of this
persistence is a mathematically powerful measure of the degree of skill involved in a game.
Moreover, this approach allows for comparison, with other types of games, of the amount of
statistical variation, as well as the spectrum of that variation, from one period of play to the next,
which allows us to quantify where on the spectrum of skill versus luck DFS falls.
18.

Third, do players have different expected results when entering a contest? For

example, does player experience play a role in the outcome of the contest? One would expect
that in a contest where skill plays a decisive role in the outcome, a player could improve his
performance over time through practice and experience, whereas no amount of practice will
improve a player's performance in a game dominated by chance.
19.

The Data Set. Prior to conducting this analysis, I received a set of data from

FanDuel. That data set is described in full in the attached Appendix. Specifically, in this study,
we first analyzed FanDuel data from two types of DFS contests—head-to-head and 50/50—
across four sports leagues—the National Football League, Major League Baseball, the National
Basketball Association, and the National Hockey League—over two seasons. In head-to-head
contests, a DFS player competes against a single opponent. Both players pay the same amount to
enter, and the winner receives a pre-announced prize. In 50/50 contests, every entrant pays the

Texas Hold 'Em tournaments. A copy of the Levitt et al. paper is attached hereto as Exhibit
2.
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20.

I also analyzed additional data from FanDuel users who entered tournaments, or

"guaranteed prize pool" contests, during the same period. The full data set I received from
FanDuel is described in the Appendix to this Affidavit. In order to determine whether results in
tournaments were analogous to results in 50/50 and head-to-head contests, I ran an additional
persistence analysis, described below in paragraphs 43-45.
Question 1: Do Players' Actions Have a Significant Effect on Contest Results?
21.

The first question I asked was whether (and the degree to which) players' actions

have an impact on contest results. In order to analyze this question, I constructed two types of
Monte Carlo simulations designed to generate lineups that could be compared with lineups
created by actual FanDuel users.
22.

If DFS contests are games of chance, player actions would have little influence on

results over a large run of games; we would therefore expect the rosters generated by the Monte
Carlo simulations to produce roughly the same expected score as the rosters created by actual
FanDuel users. By contrast, if DFS contests are games of skill, we would expect the lineups
generated by FanDuel users to produce higher scores.
23.

In the first type of Monte Carlo simulation, the computer-generated lineups were

selected entirely at random, subject to the rules of the contest and the salary cap. The results of
this comparison are set forth in Figure 1, below, a larger copy of which is attached hereto in
Exhibit 3.
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24

The results of this comparison were definitive, and indicate that human choices

influence the results of the contest. Beginning with NFL football, the lineup chosen by the actual
FanDuel user won against the randomly generated lineup 91% of the time. In NBA basketball,
the FanDuel user won 99.5% of the time. In MLB and NHL contests, the FanDuel user won
83% and 77% of the time, respectively.
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trend would be observed if construction of the simulated lineups was subject to a baseline of
constraints likely to be followed by a human FanDuel user familiar with the contests. I did this
by imposing two rules on the composition of the simulated lineups.
26.

First, I set a rule requiring that each roster be above 85% of the salary cap. The

85% figure was chosen to maximize the simulation score; a lower number would result in rosters
that were too inexpensive and, therefore, included too many low-scoring athletes, while
enforcing a higher percentage of the salary cap would cause the simulations to miss out on
potentially good, less expensive roster options.
27.

Second, I imposed a rule that distributed the salary cap money into bins based on

the usual relative worth of each position. So, for example, if a quarterback typically costs twice
as much as a kicker, then for any roster constructed using this simulation, the mean of the noinlal
salary for a quarterback would be set to be twice as much as the mean of the normal salary for a
kicker. I then created weighted preferences for selecting those lineups that roughly centered
around these mean values, so that the simulated lineups generally allocated typical amounts for a
quarterback, running back, kicker, etc. These relative weighted values by position were
determined based on the average costs per position as compiled by FanDuel.
28.

Overall, these additional constraints on the simulated lineups were designed to

approximate a realistic baseline. If a roster did not meet these specifications, it was not
considered in the analysis.
29.

The simulations were run until 100 acceptable rosters per day were generated for

each day of the season in each sport over the course of two seasons. The results of this second
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simulation are set forth below in Figure 2, a larger version of which is attached hereto as Exhibit
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30

Again, in all cases, the rosters assembled by FanDuel players significantly

outperformed the rosters chosen by the Monte Carlo simulations. In NFL football, even against
this more intelligent simulation, the lineup chosen by the actual FanDuel user won 86% of the
time. In NBA basketball, the FanDuel user won 95% of the time.

In MLB

and NHL contests,

the FanFuel WWI won 73% vi 68% of the time, recr,--f;,,e y Again, if

t

deciding factor in DFS contests, we would expect the performance of the simulation and the
FanDuel users to be comparable.
31.

In my opinion, these results confirm that player actions influence the outcome of

the contest. Indeed, the FanDuel users' winning percentages were such that skill plays a decisive
role in a player's cumulative performance over time.2
Question 2: Is Past Performance Predictive of Future Performance?
32.

The second question I asked in my study was whether past performance was

predictive of future performance. The assumption underlying this analysis is that, although skill
can improve gradually over time (as explained below), measured over a shorter period of time, in
a skill-based contest we should observe that players have an identifiable skill profile that is
consistent. As explained in the results of question 3 below, over a large enough set of contests
(or enough practice), it is possible for a player to show improvement. In a game of skill,
however, one would expect skill over a shorter period to be relatively consistent for individual
players. As noted at the outset, this is a key characteristic of skill — namely, that over a discrete
period of time, players have a discernible propensity to win (or lose) that is consistent from one
half of that period to the next. Thus, good players should be consistently identifiable as good
(and bad players bad).
33.

We also expect to be able to observe a spectrum of skill levels across players that

persists over a set period of time. So, in a contest where skill is a predominant factor, you will

2

It is important to note that the results of this simulation are conservative, because I included
all FanDuel users in the simulation, not just the ones who have participated in a large
number of contests. Based on the results discussed in connection with Question 3, below, I
expect that highly experienced FanDuel users would have scored better than the simulation
an even higher percentage of the time.
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season. If, for instance, a player wins only 30% of his games in the first half of the season, we
expect him to also win around 30% of his games in the second half of the season. Similarly, we
expect a player who wins 70% of her games in the first half of the season to win around 70% of
her games in the second half of the season. Thus, the results will indicate both persistence in
skill level over time and the range of skill levels—from a fairly poor player, to a fairly good
player—that exist within a given playing population.3
34.

Conversely, in a contest of chance, level of skill plays no role and all players will

always expect to win about half of their games over a large run of contests. Therefore, though
we will see persistence in results—in that each player will have around a 50% win ratio in each
half of the season—we will not see a range of skill levels, because skill is not a factor.
35.

In our study, we measure persistence by comparing a player's probability of

winning at different points within a set period of games. The relationship between these
probabilities of winning across the population of users can be used to measure the effect of skill
in the contest outcomes.
36.

In order to calculate this persistence factor in DFS, I first derived two figures for

every player: the player's win fraction in the first half of the season and the win fraction in the
second half Second, I measured the shape of the spectrum of skill: again, in a strongly skillbased game, the spectrum of player skill should encompass many different values, each of which
persists from the first half to the second. Through this analysis, I was able to measure this

3

For example, in a game of skill, Player X will have results that are consistent with Player
X's prior results. Player Y will have results that are consistent with Player Y's results, but
that are different from those of Player X. Player Z's results will be consistent with her own
results but different from Players X and Y, and so on.
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mathematical formulas that explain the method of calculating R are attached hereto as Exhibit 5.
37.

Our analysis reveals the effect of player skill on DFS contests in two ways. First,

DFS contests show a high overall skill factor, indicating that outcomes of DFS contests are a
function of a quality (player skill) that persists over time. Second, we analyzed the skill factor
for several smaller groups of DFS players, each containing a set of players who have played
more than a certain number of games. As the upward-sloping curves below in Figure 3 reflect,
we see that the skill factor increases as the number of contests increases. Thus, as the number of
DFS contests increases, the impact of player skill becomes more pronounced and cumulative
player performance becomes more consistently predictable. The results of this analysis are set
forth below in Figure 3, a larger copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit 6.
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38.

Each value on the x axis of the graphs in Figure 3 indicates a minimum number of

contests entered. So, for example, the skill factor indicated for those who have entered at least
150 NFL DFS contests is between 0.9 and 1, indicating that skill plays an extremely large role in
the outcome of the contest. The upward slope of this curve indicates not only that skill persists
over time, but that the more contests one enters, the greater role skill plays.
39.

To place those results in context, I used this metric, R, to place DFS on a skill-

luck spectrum, shown below in Figure 4.
40.

For comparison, I also computed this skill factor, "R," for real, professional

sports. Specifically, for every professional sports team in the NFL, NBA, MLB and NI-IL, we
compared the team's win fraction for the first half of the season to the team's win fraction in the
second half of the season. We did this analysis going back five seasons, to 2009, and then
analyzed every season for every team as an independent data point. We could then compute skill
factors for each sport, just as we computed them for each version of DFS. This allowed us to
compare the skill factors in real sports to those of DFS contests. The results of this comparison
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41.

Each of the games or contests plotted in Figure 4 is associated to a strong degree

with skill, meaning that skill plays a significant role in each type of game or contest.
Interestingly, the impact of skill is more pronounced in DFS contests for three of the four sports
than it is in three of four professional sports. As another point of comparison, the Levitt paper
computes an analogous metric to R for Texas Hold 'Em. See Ex. 2 at 631-33. The Levitt
calculation assumed a minimum of 100 hands for each player in the poker data set; hence I chose
a similar minimum of 100 DFS games per player to compute the R values in Figure 4. See id. at
631. As shown below, the role of skill is clearly more significant in DFS contests across all four
sports than it is in poker, which many other independent studies have shown is highly correlated
with skill.
42.

In order to determine whether these conclusions would apply in a similar fashion

to tournaments, I analyzed data on FanDuel users who entered tournaments over the same
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tournaments. The full data set I analyzed is set forth in the Appendix.
43.

Large format tournaments are structured differently than head-to-head and 50/50

contests. Specifically, tournaments typically have relatively low entry fees and a high number of
entries, and the bulk of the prize pool in a tournament is concentrated at the very top of the field.
Therefore, the strategy in tournament play is not simply to create a lineup that has the best
chance of scoring a good number of points on a given day—enough to beat your head-to-head
opponent or half of the 50/50 field—but rather, to create a unique lineup that has the potential to
score the most points on the day in a very large field. These lineups are likely to include players
that have a high variance and, consequently, also have the corresponding potential to score very
poorly. Accordingly, many users submit multiple lineups in the same contest.
44.

This different strategy used in tournaments means that a user's success is

measured only in their best lineup. Hence, I analyzed the score of a user's best lineup as the
metric to determine the persistence of skill is these contests. So, for instance, if a user entered
multiple entries in a single tournament

presumably several "boom or bust" type lineups—I

measured that player's skill by viewing only his best lineup. Thus, if a player's best lineups are
consistently successful, then we can observe the presence of skill in that user.
45.

Using this tournament data, I calculated the R value, or skill factor, the same way

that I did for 50/50 and head-to-head contests, in order to determine whether the participants'
skill, or lack thereof, was persistent.
46.

I am able to place tournament R values on the same spectrum outlined in Figure 5.

The results, displayed below in Figure 5, a larger copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit 8,
demonstrate that tournament entries (the rightmost points on the bars below for each DFS sport)
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47.

As in head-to-head and 50/50 contests, I observed a strong persistence of skill in

tournament contests. Further, like with head-to-head and 50/50 contests, the role of skill is more
significant in DFS tournaments as compared with both poker and with most professional sports.
48.

Thus, the results of this persistence analysis across all types of FanDuel DFS

contests, including head-to-head, 50/50, and tournaments, indicate that skill plays a dominant
role in a player's aggregate results over time.
Question 3: Can Players Improve Their Performance With Experience?
49.

The third question I asked in my analysis was whether all players have the same

expected outcome in a contest; for example, does experience play a role in determining
performance? In a contest of chance, the expected winning percentage (or win fraction) for all
players is the same. Two players playing roulette, one betting on red and the other on black,
have exactly the same expected win ratio. Over enough contests, each player would expect to
win 50% of the time and lose 50% of the time.
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vary

amongst players according to their level of skill. If an amateur played 10 matches against the
world chess champion, for example, the chess champion would expect to win almost 100% of
the time, and the amateur would expect to win virtually 0% of the matches.
51.

Again, as described in the question 2 analysis, this improvement will show itself

over a large range of experience; though a player is improving over the course of a single season,
the improvement will not be reflected in expected outcomes until the player has gained a
significant amount of experience.
52.

To test how this concept applies in DFS, I divided the FanDuel data set into four

quartiles of users based on their experience — that is, according to the number of contests a player
had entered. Thus, users were grouped with other users who had entered a roughly comparable
number of contests. The purpose of this grouping was to identify categories of players with
similar relative contest experience, so that I could compare their performance against groups of
players with different contest experience levels.
53.

I note that because the vast majority of FanDuel DFS players enter only a small

number of contests, the first quartile contains the largest percentage of players. Conversely,
because only a small number of players enter the highest number of contests, the fourth quartile
contains the smallest number of players.
54.

By observing differences in the win ratios across these four quartiles, one can see

whether skill plays a role in the outcome of DFS contests. If the win ratio increases across these
four quartiles as players gain more experience, this is indicative that "practice" or experience in
DFS contests improves a player's skill and expected results.
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are shown in Figure 6, below, a larger copy of which is attached as Exhibit 9.
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56.

First, the players in quartile 1—those players who had entered the fewest number

of contests—perform the worst. Second, as we analyze players who have entered an increasing
number of contests, the win ratio of those players increases significantly, indicating that as
players enter more contests, their performance improves.
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ar, a ski::: ia Figure 6, for NFL football the avcrage v.r. ratio for
players in the first quartile (least experienced group) was 43%. As players gained more
experience, those players in the second quartile, who had submitted between 35 and 317 contest
entries, improved their win fraction to an average of 50%. In the third quartile, which included
players who had submitted between 317 and 3,042 contest entries, the win fraction further
increased to 59%. For the most experienced players, grouped in the fourth quartile, who had
submitted more than 3,042 contest entries, the average win fraction was 66%. Thus, the most
experienced players were significantly more likely to win than those in the first quartile,
indicating that over time those players had developed skills that dramatically increased their
chance of winning the contest.
58.

Similar effects can be seen in Figure 6 for FanDuel's NBA, MLB and NHL

contests.
59.

In my view, these results suggest that DFS players on FanDuel can improve their

performance based on practice and experience, which is a hallmark of any activity that involves
skill. Moreover, the results of this analysis are inconsistent with FanDuel's contests being games
dominated by chance, because in games of chance, a players' long-term, average performance
does not change over time.
Review of Statements from the Attorney General's Submission
60.

At FanDuel's request, I analyzed a 2009 paper from Robert C. Hannum and

Anthony N. Cabot cited in the Attorney General's memorandum of law in support of the
statement "poker has skilled players beating unskilled players 97% of the time." Though the
analysis in that paper supports the conclusion that skill is involved in poker, it cannot be read
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61.

The specific portion of the Hannum/Cabot paper to which the Attorney General

appears to refer used a simulation of Texas Hold 'Em between two computer-generated players.
The "unskilled" player made every decision—whether to bet, check, or fold—completely at
random at every point. The automated "skilled" player, however, in effect "knew" that he was
playing against an opponent who would behave randomly, and therefore pursued a dominant
strategy of raising the bet at every opportunity. With four decision points in every hand of Texas
Hold 'Ern played between two players, there was a 1/3 chance that the random player would fold
and the "skilled" player would raise at every decision point. Compounding that probability
across four decision points leaves only a 6% chance that the unskilled player would even remain
in the hand until the end. In that limited set of cases, the paper assigned a 50% chance to each
player to win, and thus observed that the unskilled player would only win 3% of the time.
62.

This approach fails to reflect the reality of poker play, and in my opinion has no

bearing on the relative roles of skill in DFS compared to real poker.
63.

As mentioned above, Levitt's paper (Ex. 2) analyzed the role of skill in poker by

using real poker data, as opposed to entirely simulated data. The Levitt approach is comparable
to the approach used in my study. In particular, at one point in the study, Levitt analyzed players
who played at least 100 hands of poker in order to reach conclusions regarding the persistence of
skill over time. See Ex. 2 at 631. The comparable metric in DFS would be analysis of players
who have entered at least 100 DFS contests.
64.

Levitt determined that individual poker players exhibit persistence in outcomes

over time, indicating that skill plays a role in poker. See id. at 632-33. When we compare poker
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played at least 100 contests, we find that the persistence of skill in DFS for all four major sports
is greater than that of poker, as demonstrated in Figures 4 and 5, below, larger copies of which
are attached hereto as Exhibits 7 and 8, respectively.
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65.

I also analyzed a document entitled "FanDuel Skill Analysis," specifically the

following statement cited in the Attorney General's submission: "the top 10% of players beat the
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bottom 90% "test 59% of the

This stetcn-..2rt

indic,n.t a lack of skill in F-n.11'

contests. To the contrary, I have reviewed the entire document in which that data point appears,
and the analysis as a whole appears to make a strong showing that DFS contests are controlled
by skill. Indeed, even a 59% win rate in individual contests is a statistically significant indicator
of a difference in skill level, pal ticularly over a large data set and against such a broad range of
opponents. For instance, if a user in the top 10% faced off against a user from the bottom 90% in
a head-to-head, best of seven contest, assuming that the user in the top 10% has a 59% win rate,
he will win the series 69% of the time. If the two users played in a contest over an entire
baseball season of 162 games, the more skilled player would be ahead in the standings at the end
of the season in almost every case — a full 98.7% of the time.
Conclusions
66.

In sum, my analysis of FanDuel DFS data shows that FanDuel's DFS contests are

skill-based games. Specifically, the data indicates that DFS contests are more highly linked to
skill than several other common, skill-based games, including professional athletic competitions
and Texas Hold 'Em.
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outcomes, such that lineups created by real FanDuel users consistently outperform lineups
chosen by Monte Carlo simulations. Further, the results show persistence of skill over time and
a range of skill levels that exist over that same period throughout the dataset. Finally, my study
demonstrates that on average, Fanlluel DI'S players improve their performance as they gain
experience in DFS contests, suggesting the accumulation of skill. Taken together, all of these
measures indicate that in the aggregate the outcomes of FanDuel's contests are predominantly
based on skill.

Anette (Peko) Hosoi
Switirn to before me this

..)-;e1 day of November, 2015

Notary Public

LN,

NICHOLA7 C.;00DWIN
Notary Public

}COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
My Commission Expires
February 10: 2017
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I hereby certify that the foregoing acknowledgement of Anette (Peko) Hosoi named in the
foregoing instrument was taken before me, a Notary Public in the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, being the place in which it was taken, and such acknowledgment conforms with
the laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Notary Public

Notary Public
MMONWEALTH OF MA 3SACHUSETTS
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My Commission Expires
February 10, 2017
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